## 2017-18 Youth Apprenticeship ACCUPLACER Test Score Requirements

### Hospitality and Tourism
- **Culinary Arts**
  - 71 Reading
  - 61 Arithmetic
  - 20-84 Elementary Algebra
- **Hotel Operations**
  - 71 Reading ONLY

### Information Technology
- **Computer Networking**
  - 71 Reading ONLY
- **Programming/ Cybersecurity**
  - 71 Reading
  - 85-99 Elementary Algebra

### Manufacturing
- **Industrial Mechanic**
  - 73 Sent Skills*
  - 71 Reading*
  - 61 Arithmetic*
  - 20-82 Elementary Algebra*
- **Machine Tool Technology**
  - 73 Sent Skills*
  - 71 Reading*
  - 61 Arithmetic*
  - 20-82 Elementary Algebra*
- **Additional Testing**
  - Mechanical Aptitude

### Business Technology
- **Bookkeeping/Pre-Accounting**
  - 81 Sent Skills
  - 71 Reading
  - 66 Arithmetic
  - 83-106 Elementary Algebra

### Contractual Services
- **HVAC**
  - 68 Reading ONLY
- **Automotive Technology**
  - 81 Sent Skills
  - 71 Reading
  - 66 Arithmetic
  - 20-82 Elementary Algebra
- **Additional Testing**
  - Mechanical Aptitude

### Engineering Design Graphics
- **Civil CAD (Computer Aided Design) Technician**
  - 71 Reading
  - 61 Arithmetic
  - 20-82 Elementary Algebra

### Healthcare
- **Medical Office Assistant**
  - 81 Sent Skills
  - 71 Reading
- **CNA to Pre-Nursing**
  - 81 Sent Skills
  - 71 Reading
  - 66 Arithmetic
  - 83-106 Elementary Algebra
- **EMT**
  - 81 Sent Skills
  - 71 Reading

Valid COMPASS scores will still be accepted.
Qualifying SAT/ACT scores may be submitted in lieu of ACCUPLACER in some cases.
* Only certain companies in Manufacturing will require Writing and Math scores in addition to Reading.
Students interested in HVAC, Industrial Mechanics, Machine Tool Technology or Automotive Technology MUST take the Mechanical Aptitude Test at TTC’s Testing Center. For test appointments, call 843.574.6410.